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The Scope of "Secondary" Imperfectivization
in Bulgarian, Russian, and Upper Sorbian
Gary H. Toops

This paper has two purposes. The first is to seek the elimination of one particu
larly recurrent terminological ambiguity in studies of Slavic verbal aspect by
defining what is vs. what should be meant by the term "secondary imperfectiviza
tion." Obviously, if scholars who use the term "secondary imperfectivization" (or
its apparent synonym "re-imperfectivization") fail to explain how the morpho
semantic operation designated by this term differs from that denoted by the sim
ple term "imperfectivization," then the former term is pleonastic at best; at
worst, the term implies the existence of some "primary" imperfectivizing process
that is distinct from that imperfectivizing process referred to as "secondary."
Fortunately, a critical examination of the relevant linguistic literature reveals that
scholars generally use the term not to designate some secondary derivation of
imperfective verbs, but rather to refer to the derivation of so-called secondary
imperfectives that stand in contrast to "primary," or basic, imperfectives, i.e.,
imperfective verbs whose stems do not include a verbal prefix. Even so, it re
mains pointless to speak of the derivation of "secondary" imperfectives, since all
such imperfective verbs are derived (specifically, through stem suffixation), while
all other imperfectives, being basic, are by definition non-derivative.
The second purpose of this paper is to demonstrate-by reviewing certain
semantic properties of aspectually imperfective verbs derived by stem suffixation
in contemporary Bulgarian, Russian, and Upper Sorbian-that the term "secon
dary imperfectivization" does have a place in aspectological studies nonetheless.
However, if we are to maintain conceptual clarity in linguistic discussions, the
term must denote a morphosemantic operation in contemporary Slavic languages
that is, if not always formally, then at least semantically distinct from the process
of imperfectivization pure and simple.
Example sets (1) and (2), below, suffice to illustrate for the time being what
I intend to convey by the term "secondary imperfective" as opposed to both
basic and derived imperfectives generally:
(1)
[B]

BASIC
IMPERFECTIVE
'1CTa
jiM

KapaM
MHjI (cc)
nC'IaTaM
nHllla
npaBji

--7
--7
--7
--7
--7
--7

PREFIXAL
PERFECTIVE
npO'lCTa
H311M
HaKapaM
H3MHjI (cc)
OTIIC'IaTaM
HanHllla

--7 HanpaBlI

--7

"SECONDARY"
IMPERFECTIVE
npO'lHTaM
H3j1l1CllaM
HaKapBaM
H3MHBaM (cc)
OTIIC'IaTBaM
lIanHCBaM

--7

HanpaBlIM

--7
--7
--7
--7
--7

'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
'to

rcad'
eat'
forcc'
wash'
print'
writc'
do/makc'
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[R]

[USo]

(2)
[B]

[R]

[USo]

'1RTaTb
eCTb
MeIIIaTb
MbITb
nRTb
twaric
(dele) padac

~

npO'lRTaTb
CbeCTb
nOMeIIIaTb
BbIMbITb
BbInHTb
natwaric
spadnyc, -ac

++++++++++++++-

PREFIXAL
PERFECTIVE
R3'1eTa
nOJ\K.apaM
nOnpaB}[
npe}[M
npRnRIIIa
pa3ne'laTaM
CMH}[
06'beCTb
nepe'lHTaTb
npHMeIIIaTb
npOTIIITb
CMbITb
wutwaric
nadpadnyc

~
~
~

~
~

~

PREFIXAL
IMPERFECTIVE
R3'1RTaM
nOJ\K.apBaM
nOnpaB}[M
npe}[lKJ\aM
npHnRCBaM
pa3ne'laTBaM
CMRBaM
06'beJ\aTb
nepe'lHTbIBaTb
npHMeIIIHBaTb
nponHBaTb
CMbIBaTb
wutwarjec
nadpadowaC

~
~
~

~
~
~
~

npO'lRTbIBaTb
C'beJ\aTb
nOMeIIIRBaTb
BbIMbIBaTb
BbInHBaTb
natwarjec
spadowac

'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
'to

read'
eat'
stir'
wash'
drink'
build'
fall (down)'

'to read out'
'to spur on'
'to repair'
'to overeat'
'to ascribe'
'to unseal'
'to wash away'
'to eat around'
'to re-read'
'to stir, mix in'
'to drink away'
'to wash off
'to build on'
'to attack'

While the results of secondary imperfectivization in Upper Sorbian (hereafter,
USo) are semantically comparable to those in Bulgarian and Russian, aspectual
considerations motivating the formation of secondary imperfectives in USo differ
and are better illustrated by example set (3):1
(3)

[USo]

PREFIXAL
IMPERFECTIVE

zasadZec

+

PREFIXAL
VERB
pokazac llP
pfinc IIP
zasadzicI/P
zasadzic IIP

~

~

~
~

"SECONDARY"
IMPERFECTIVE
pokazowac
pfichadZec
zasadzowac
zasadzowac

'to
'to
'to
'to

show'
come'
install'
install'

In this paper I maintain that the imperfective verbs listed above in the left
hand column together with the perfective verbs listed in the middle column of
example sets (I}-(3) constitute "true" aspectual pairs, to the extent that such verb
pairs are defined as being characterized by a subordinative opposition of the
features [±P] vs. [+P], where [P] stands for [perfective]. I consider this to apply
to imperfective/perfective (hereafter, "I/P") verb pairs regardless of the "direc
tion" of the derivation, i.e., be it I ~ P (as in example set [1]) or I f - P (as in
example set [2]). The verbs labelled "secondary imperfective" in the right-hand
column of example sets (I) and (3) accordingly do not enter into 'the subordina
tive opposition [±P] vs. [+P] by which IIP aspect pairs are normally defined in
the grammars of contemporary Slavic languages.
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Owing either to a persistent adherence to lexicographic tradition or to a
strictly formalistic approach to the postulation of aspectual pairs, various lin
guists in the past fifty years have denied, and to this day continue to deny, the
existence of aspectual pairs that consist of a basic imperfective and a prefixally
derived perfective verb. Such linguists regard as aspectually paired only perfective
verbs and those imperfectives derived from them through stem suffixation. The
reasons cited for adopting this standpoint typically include the formal and lexical
identity of the base of the two verbs in question and the formal regularity (i.e.,
stem suffixation) that characterizes the derivation of prefixed imperfective verbs
from prefixed perfective ones (see inter alios Aronson 1977:10-11). Another
reason that is sometimes cited is simply that this is the way verb entries generally
appear in dictionaries of Slavic languages (cf. Fielder 1993:23). Since basic
imperfective verbs usually have separate dictionary entries, this last reason
inevitably results in an illusory inflation of the number of imperfectiva tantum in
the individual Slavic languages. 2 Semantic considerations of tense, including the
potential for continuous (eventive) and conative readings normally exhibited by
imperfective verbs (specifically, telic verbs according to Vendler 1967) as well as
their temporal coordinability, are either ignored or subordinated to considera
tions of the identity of lexical and/or sublexical morphemes and the regularity of
formal derivation.
Even linguists who maintain that only those verbs listed in the right-hand
column of example set (1) constitute "true" imperfective-aspect partners of the
prefixal perfectives from which they are derived, often acknowledge the "special
status" of these secondary imperfectives in contrast to basic and other derived
imperfectives (e.g., Hult 1981, following Maslov 1963:6, speaks of their being
"temporally defective," while the Bulgarian Academy Grammar [1983:267] refers
to their being "syntactically restricted"). In the Bulgarian linguistic literature in
recent years they have been labelled "HanUCBaM-type" verbs (Thelin 1981; Lind
stedt 1985:131-33). Since the semantics of secondary imperfectivization as I use
the term here are comparable in Slavic languages other than Bulgarian-essen
tially, the only Slavic language (if we discount Macedonian3) in which the term
"HanUcBaM-type verb" can be meaningfully employed-, it behooves us to speak
of secondary imperfectives instead. In so doing, we find ourselves following in
essence the practice ofIvancev 1971 and 1976, who distinguishes between (basic
or derived) "imperfective-I" and (derived) "imperfective-2" verbs (NSV1 or NS 1
vs. NSV2 or NS2, where NSV or NS stands for HecBbpUleH [1/uO] 'imperfective [as
pect)').
The more frequent attention accorded to secondary imperfectives in Bulgarian,
relative to Russian and Sorbian, linguistics is no doubt due to the fact, stated by
Maslov (1963:5), "that in Bulgarian such forms exist for almost all verbs formed
with 'empty prefixes' or with the 'perfectivizing suffix' -n-" and that "only in
a few cases does the formation of a secondary imperfective stem prove here to
be impossible due to reasons of a formal-technical nature." Indeed, according to
the Bulgarian Academy Grammar (1983:267), secondary imperfectives as defined
here (i.e., "HanUC6aM-type" verbs) number approximately 200, or about 3.25% of
the overall number of prefixed verbs in the Bulgarian language today.
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Some of the confusion surrounding the postulation of IIP aspect pairs can be
traced at least to the early 1940s, when Mazon, in his Grammaire de la langue
russe (1943:216ff.), adduced the notions of preverbes pleins and preverbes vides
with respect to Russian prefixed verbs. Two decades later, Maslov, in his work
on the morphology of verbal aspect in Bulgarian, would invoke the term preverbe
vide (i.e., '[lexically] empty verbal prefix') as a synonym of the Russian I[ucmo
BuiJoBaJl npucmaBKa ('purely aspectual prefix' 1963:5).4 Although the term
preverbe vide subsequently became synonymous with "purely aspectual prefix,"
Mazon himself had used the term inconsistently: for him, "empty prefixes" might
in some instances be instrumental in the formation of lexically synonymous
perfective-aspect partners to basic imperfective verbs, while in others, the pre
fixes, although devoid of any discernible lexical meaning (at least from a syn
chronic viewpoint), might nevertheless playa role in lexical derivation. Example
set (4), below, illustrates Mazon's conceptualization of preverbes vides:
(4)

Mazon's preverbes vides (1943:217-22)
uoem 'il va'
Hecem 'il porte'
(POOUJlCl/?)
(*uMem? )
(uUJem?)

no-uoem 'il ira'
C-Hecem 'iJ portera'
Ha-pooUJ/cl/ 'il est llt!'
no-iiMem 'iJ comprendra'
c-blUJem 'iJ trouvera'

The inconsistency of Mazon's approach to verbal prefixes is even more obvi
ous in the light of the fact that he classified the prefix of no-6e:>ICum 'il commen
cera a courir' as a preverbe plein (1943:220), while, as we have seen above ([4]),
the prefix of no-uiJem 'il ira' constituted for Mazon a preverbe vide used to form
a perfective aspectual partner to uiJem 'il va' (1943:217).5
Reacting perhaps at least in part to such notions of empty, or purely aspec
tual, prefixes and their role in the derivation of perfective aspectual partners to
basic imperfective verbs, Maslov rejected, as did Isacenko, the notion that the
perfective member of any IJP aspect pair could ever be derived as such by means
of prefixation. Thus, for Maslov, I[Umamb/npOI[Umamb 'to read', nucambhlanu
camb 'to write', CJw6embloC/w6emb 'to weaken, grow weak', HeMemb/01teMemb
'to become dumb, speechless', etc., did not constitute aspectual pairs, while npo
I[UmblBamb/npOI[Umamb, oClw6eBamb/oCJw6emb, oHeMeBamb/oHeMemb, etc., did. In
setting forth this position, however, Maslov (1963:5-6) made two significant
concessions: (a) " ... in isolated instances (Russian iJellamb/ciJellamb and a few
others) the relations between the prefixed and non-prefixed stem do approach
absolute lexical identity"; and (b) "the verb ... with the simpler morphological
structure (HeMemb, etc.) is used significantly more often than the derived
imperfective-aspect forms (oHeMeBamb) , especially in certain syntactic functions
(e.g., in a concrete progressive sense [B KOHKpeTHO-IIpou;eCCHOM 3HaQemm], etc.)."
Thus, we again note a "special status" being accorded to the secondary imperfec
tive relative to the basic imperfective verb form. Moreover, in explaining why a
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speaker of Bulgarian or Russian might select the secondary imperfective in lieu
of the basic imperfective verb-why one would choose, say, Bulgarian HanUC8aM
in place of nUUIa, Maslov created a conceptual dilemma when he stated (1963:
127): "Obviously ... there exists a need for imperfective verb forms that retain
the prefix [of the perfective verb], and this means that so-called 'empty' prefixes
prove in fact not to be 'empty' at all. They carry a nuance of limitedness [rrpe
.n;eJIhHOcTH] of one sort or another, a nuance which a speaker or writer may not
at all be inclined to forego even when slbe needs to use an imperfective verb
form." As Forsyth explained in his annotated translation of Maslov 1985, the
term npeoellbHblu 'limited' (or, more accurately, 'bounded'6) derives from "the
noun 'limit' (npeiJell) which has long been a basic concept in Russian in defin
ing the perfective (cf. for instance the Academy of Sciences' rpaMMamuKa pyc
CK020 R3blKa, Moscow, 1960, vol. 1, p. 424)" (Maslov 1985:7). In sum, Maslov
1963 had arrived at the self-contradicting conclusion that the prefix of verbs like
Bulgarian HanUUla is not lexically "empty," i.e., that the prefix is not "purely
aspectual" precisely because it expresses a meaning that is aspectual (viz., "limit
edness," a semantic property of the perfective aspect)!
Isacenko 1968 contributed to this conceptual dilemma by subsuming the per
fective members of such Russian verb pairs as iJellamblciJellamb 'to do', nucambl
Hanucamb 'to write', 8apumblc8apumb 'to cook', and cmpoumblnocmpoumb 'to
build' under the rubric of a "resultative Aktionsart" (1968:393) after maintaining
that "under no circumstances do the basic verb and the Aktionsart formed from
it constitute an aspectual pair, inasmuch as the Aktionsart expresses an addi
tional shade of meaning that is absent in the basic verb" (1968:386). Some two
decades earlier, however, Vinogradov (1947:487) had noted that "the basic expo
nent of the perfective aspect is the indication of an action limit .... Result is a
particular manifestation of an action's limit. ... The designation of result is one
of the basic meanings of the perfective aspect ... " (thus cited in Toops 1979:9).
Among American linguists, Aronson 1977 maintained that only derived im
perfectives enter into grammatical oppositions with perfective verbs, while basic
imperfectives enter into no such oppositions. Aronson 1985 further maintained
that basic imperfectives in Bulgarian (and also Russian) are "aspectless," while
constituting at the same time the unmarked members of a privative opposition
"[-P]/[+P]," where [+P] was understood to be an aspectual property (Aktionsart)
of all prefixally derived perfective verbs and their suffixally derived counterparts.
Setting store only by the formal identity of the prefix of each verb form, Aron
son denied any "special status" to secondary imperfectives like Bulgarian Hanuc
8aM (see above) and on that basis alone considered them equivalent, in terms of
aspectuo-temporal semantics, to derived imperfectives like npunUC8aM 'to ascribe'
and npenUC8aM 'to rewrite'. Consequently, Lindstedt (1985:44) later imputed to
Aronson "an extreme form of ... confusion."
Maslov (1963:24-25) established four "paradigmatic criteria" and three "syn
tactic criteria" for identifying a given verb as aspectually imperfective in
Contemporary Standard Bulgarian. He regarded these criteria, enumerated below
in example sets (5) and (6), as being "absolute":
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(5)

Paradigmatic criteria for imperfective verbs [Maslov 1963]
Imperfective verbs admit the formation of ...
a. negative imperatives of the types He + imperative, Heoeil + "infinitive,"
emuza (ooema) + perfect;
b. present participles;
c. verbal adverbs;
d. deverbaI nouns with progressive meaning.

(6)

Syntactic criteria for imperfective verbs [Maslov 1963]
a. The verb can occur with the complementizer oa after phasal verbs or be
modified by adverbs like HenpeemaHHo 'constantly', 6ee + comparative
(6ee nO-lJeemo 'more and more often'), etc.
b. The verb can be used in the prasens aetualis (hereafter, "continuous" or
"eventive" present, past, and future).
c. The verb cannot be modified by adverbs like 6eoHaza 'immediately', U3
6eOHb:JIC 'suddenly', etc.

If secondary imperfectives in Bulgarian are in fact equivalent to other suf
fixally derived imperfectives, as some have suggested (see above), then such verbs
as HanUCeaM and HaKapeaM should meet all of Maslov's paradigmatic and syn
tactic criteria in the same way as npunuceaM and nooKap6aM do (see example sets
[I] and [2] above). As information elicited from native speakers of Bulgarian
reveals, however, secondary (i.e., "HanUC6aM-type") imperfectives fail to meet the
first two of Maslov's paradigmatic criteria ([5a] and [5b] above) as well as the
second of Maslov's three syntactic criteria ([6b] above).' At the same time,
Bulgarian secondary imperfectives, like basic and other suffixally derived imper
fectives, do admit the (sometimes marginal) formation of both verbal adverbs (cf.
HanUC6aiiKU me3U nUCMa, moil 6KAIOlJU meJleeU30pa 'While getting [or] Having
gotten these letters written, he turned on the television' - HaKapeaiiKU Me Oa
U3J1Jl3a, moil UCKaUle Oa ocmaHe caM 'In forcing [or] Having forced me to leave,
he wished to be left alone') and deverbal nouns (albeit not necessarily with
progressive meaning, cf: Hanuceanemo Ha ma3U KHuza 00 KpaJl Ha MeCe"la 6eUle
mpyoHo 'Getting this book written by the end of the month was difficult' HaKapeanemo HU Oa HanpaeUM p06 6eUle U3J1UUlHO 'Forcing us to dig a ditch was
uncalled for,). 8 Bulgarian secondary imperfectives can also be governed by
adverbials of the type mentioned in the first and third of Maslov's syntactic
criteria ([6a] and [6c], above), cf.: llolJmu eceKU OeH me eeOnaza nanuceaxa
nUCMama 'Almost every day they would immediately get the letters written' 
Toil Me ece no-'Iecmo naKapeaUle Oa xoOJl C Hezo Ha KUHO 'He forced me more and
more often to go to the movies with him' .
The relative abundance of Bulgarian secondary imperfective s-which, as we
have just seen, share the aspectual semantics of perfective verbs while retaining
some of the syntactic and paradigmatic properties of "ordinary" imperfectives-is
no doubt connected with a broader grammatical phenomenon in Bulgarian, viz.,
a taxis-related constraint on the occurrence of perfective verbs in the imperfect
tense. (Much of what follows applies to perfective verbs in the "present tense,"
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i.e., without the auxiliary UJe, as we11. 9) Imperfect-tense forms of perfective verbs
in Bulgarian are confined to (mostly temporal) subordinate clauses (see Maslov
1954: 104ff., especially p. 107) and to the protasis of unreal conditional sentences
(cf. AKO omuoex 8 Maza3UHa, UJJlX oa mu KynJl HeUJO 'If I went [or, were to go]
to the store, I would buy you something'). When perfective verbs in the imper
fect tense do occur elsewhere, they are stylistically marked and express what
some have labelled "vividly exemplary/concretely typical meaning" (HazlleoHo
npUMepHo/KoHKpemHO-munUtlHO 3HalieHue-d. Stankov 1976:8). In the latter case,
their functional/stylistic equivalent in Russian is the use of perfective verbs with
6bl8allo. In Bulgarian they can always be replaced in such contexts by imperfec
tive imperfects, just as in Russian imperfective past-tense verbs can replace
perfective non-past verbs in 6bl8allo constructions. (In iterative/ habitual contexts,
Upper Sorbian admits preterite-tense forms, as well as marked iterative pret
erites, of either or both aspects. 10) These are illustrated in Bulgarian examples (7)
and (8) and Russian example (9) below:

(8)

Ton H3J1Il3aWeI CYTPHH paHo, HaxpaHBawe l 3anl.\l'ITe H ToraBa Tp'brBaWeI Ha
pa6oTa. [Stankov 1976:7]
'He went out early [each] morning, fed the rabbits, and then left for work'.
Ton H3JIe3eWe P CYTPHH paHO, HaxpaHeweP 3anl\HTe H ToraBa Tp'brHeWeP Ha
pa60Ta. [Stankov 1976:7]
'He would go out early in the morning, feed the rabbits, and then leave for
work'.

(9)

CH.ueTP/Ca.uHJIC~JI, 6hlBaJIO, HHa'lHCTP/Ha'lHHaJI1 paccKa3hIBaTh. [after Ozegov

(7)

1982:60]

'He would (used to) sit down and start narrating'.

Because of the tactic constraint on imperfect-tense forms of Bulgarian perfec
tive verbs, secondary imperfectives often occur in independent clauses instead;
their instantiation is prompted by considerations of what Lindstedt (1985) has
called "aspectual nesting" and what Maslov (1985) considers a combination of
different markings for qualitative and quantitative aspectuality. According to
Maslov (1985:17), "[t]here are cases where the meanings of quantitative aspectu
ality combine with qualitative aspectual meanings, modifying them in certain
ways. Thus an iterative action which is limited and even attains its limit in each
separate act of repetition, may, when seen as a whole, as a series of repetitions,
be non-limited." Accordingly, in the previously cited Bulgarian sentence llOllmu
8ceKU oeH me 8eOHaza HanUC8axa nUCMama 'Almost every day they immediately
got the letters written' , the secondary imperfective llanUC8axa occurs because the
perfective imperfect Hanuwexa is precluded from expressing iterative completions
of the action in main (independent or matrix) clauses.
The principal distinguishing feature of Bulgarian secondary imperfectives, how
ever-and the one which links them morphosemantically to secondary imperfec
tives in Russian and Upper Sorbian-is their inability to occur in "continuous"
(eventive, prcesens actualis) time frames (which, according to Lindstedt [1985: 126]
includes stative ones as well). Considerations of continuous vs. non-continuous
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action can be found, moreover, to affect more than the instantiation of secon
dary imperfectives in the three languages examined here. In Upper Sorbian, for
example, imperfective-aspect forms are indispensable only for conveying actions
in continuous time frames; telic, achievement-type verbs (Vendler 1967) like
namakac 'to find' and zadieriec 'to stop (an object)', whose lexical semantics
are incompatible with the notion of continuous action, occur only as aspectually
unpaired perfectiva tan tum (see FaJ3ke 1981 :191).
In Bulgarian, the feature [-continuous] is responsible, then, for the ungram
maticality (according to the Bulgarian Academy Grammar [1983:267]) of the
following sentences:
(l0)

'" A3 HaIIHCBaM nHCMO Ha MHnKa.
'I am writing a letter to Milka'.

(11)

*A3 IUHX)J;a HanHCBaM nHCMO Ha MHnKa.
'I was going (about) to write a letter to Milka'.

Note, however, that the derived (not "secondary"!) imperfectives oonuc6aM 'to
finish writing' and npenUC6aM 'to rewrite', which, unlike 1-lanUC6aM, have no
lexical synonym in any basic imperfective verb form (e.g., nuuta 'to write') and
are therefore not marked [-continuous], can and do occur in continuous time
frames like those in examples (10) and (11), above. Because of the feature
[-continuous], secondary imperfectives in Bulgarian are also "relegated" to
extended uses of the present tense, e.g., in non-continuous time frames like the
historical present of (12a), which contrasts with the past tense (perfective aorists)
of (l2b):
(12)

a.
b.

B 1824 r. IT. liepoH C'bCTaBH Il H ome'laTBaI2 n'bpBHH 6'bnrapCKH 6YKBap.
'In 1824 P. Beron compiles and prints the first Bulgarian primer'.
B 1824 r. IT. EepoH C'bCTaBH P H OTne'laTaP n'bpBHH 6'bnrapCKH 6YKBap.
'In 1824 P. Beron compiled and printed the first Bulgarian primer'.
[Hubenova and Dzhumadanova 1983:191]

The imperfective Cbcma6R 'compiles' is not a secondary imperfective, but
rather the imperfective member of the IIP aspect pair Cbcma6RM (-cbcma6AR
6aM)/cbcma6Jl (representing I f - P). This pair therefore exhibits no secondary
imperfective, unlike the IfP pair nelJamaM/omnelJamaM 'to print' (representing
I ~ P), which does exhibit a secondary imperfective, omnelJam6aM, that must be
used for the expression of non-continuous (including non-habitual) action specifi
cally in such contexts as the historical present. ll
Although Russian exhibits far fewer secondary imperfectives than Bulgarian, 12
they, too, are marked [-continuous] and naturally occur together with basic and
other derived imperfectives in iterative contexts. Example (13), below, illustrates
such a Russian context:
(13)

Cero)J;HH HBCTaIO HOpMaJIbHO.... 51 'IHIUY KapTOllIKY... , nOMemHBalO KallIY,
3aBapHBaIO Koq,e, nO)J;orpeBaIO MonOKO, 6YlKY .ll:HMY, HAY nOAHHMaTh pe
6S1T.... Pe6S1Ta nhIOT MonOKO C xne60M, .ll:HMa eCT, a SI He Mory, BLIDHBalO
TonhKO 'IalliKY Koq,e. [Rosengrant and Lifschitz 1992:125-26]13
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'Today 1 get up the way 1 normally do .... 1 peel potatoes ... , stir the por
ridge, brew the coffee, warm up the milk, wake Dima, and go get the kids
out of bed .... The kids have milk and bread; Dima eats, but 1 can't-I just
have (drink) a cup of coffee'.

Where Russian in the above-cited context exhibits the secondary imperfectives
'I stir' and 6blnU6alO 'I drink', Bulgarian will likewise exhibit sec
ondary imperfectives (pa36bpK6aM and U3nU6aM, resp. [vs. basic imperfectives
6bPKaM, nUJlD, while USo has no secondary imperfectives *zmesuju, *wupiwam
(for which USo, because of its aspectual system, has no need in any case-see
above and below).
The feature [--<:ontinuous] is further underscored by the modal semantics aris
ing from the iterative reading of the secondary imperfective in the following Rus
sian and Bulgarian sentences; a continuous-present reading is excluded (which
explains why USo exhibits here a perfective verb):
nOMeUlU6alO

(14)

[R]

0Ha npO'lHTblBaeT12 pOMaH 3a )lBa '1aca.
'She reads (can read) a novel in two hours'. [Nakhimovsky and Leed

1981:91]
TH npo'lHTa l2 pOMaH 3a )lBa '1aca.
[B]
[USo] Won a za dwe hodzinje roman pi'eCitaP.

As the following examples (15) and (16) demonstrate, both Russian and Bul
garian can instantiate either a basic imperfective or the corresponding secondary
imperfective (if one exists) in iterative contexts, although that same secondary
imperfective is inadmissible in continuous time frames. Nevertheless, both lan
guages may admit ironic uses of secondary imperfectives in continuous time
frames, as we see in example sets (17) and (18), below: 14
(15)

[R]
[B]

51 KalK)lhIH )leHh eM - Cbe.l(alO 1I6JIOKO.
BceKH )leH HM - H3RlI(.l(aM e)lHa 1I6bJIKa.
'I eat an apple every day'.

(16)

[R]
[B]

(qTO :no ThI )lenaeIIIh?) -51 (ceH'Iac) eM [*C'he.l(alO]lI6JIOKO.
(KaKBo npaBHIII cera?) -A3 (cera) 11M [*H3HlK)laM] e)lHa H6bJIKa.
'(What's that you're doing?) --(Right now) 1 am eating an apple'.

(17)

[R]
[B]

(qTO :HO ThI )leJIaeIIIh?) -51 «C'he.l(alO» ceKpeTHhle )lOKYMeHThI!
(KaKBo npaBHIII cera?) -«lhH~aM» (cera) ceKpeTHH )lOKYMeHTH!
'(What's that you're doing?) - I am «eating» secret documents!'

(18)

[R]

Ha'laJIhHHK nOnpOCHJI MeHH npO'lHTaTb JTOT )lOKJIa)l, TaK BOT Hero
(ceH'Iac) H «npo'lHThIBalO»!
Ha'laJIHHK'hT Me nOMOJIH )la npO'leTa T03H )lOKJIa)l, T'hH 'Ie ro (cera)
H «npo'lHTaM»!
'The boss asked me to read this report, so (that's what I'm now
doing:) I'm «reading)} it!'

[B]

Despite their similarities, Russian and Bulgarian differ in the instantiation of
secondary imperfectives in temporal subordinate clauses. As stated above, such
clauses provide the proper environment (taxis) for present- and imperfect-tense
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forms of Bulgarian perfective verbs, which accordingly express the successful
completion of a given action on mUltiple occasions. For this purpose Russian,
in contrast, has recourse to secondary imperfectives. As already noted, USo can
instantiate perfective verb forms in any iterative context regardless of taxis.
Continuous time frames in examples (19}--(21) are contrasted with iterative ones
denoted by the temporal subordinate clauses in (22}--(24), below:
(19)
(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

OH (ceHqac) rrYTaeTIl [*rreperrYTbIBaeTI2 ] iPaKTbI.
'He is (now) getting his facts mixed up'.
51 (ceHqac) MOJO Il [*BbIMbIBaIO I2] oKHa.
[R]
MIUI ll [*1l3MlfBaM I2 ] (cera) rrp030pUlfTe
[B]
'1 am (now) washing the windows'.
Bpaq (ceHqac) MoeT Il [*BbIMbIBaeT I2 ] pyKlf.
[R]
[Bg] JIeKapH Clf Mlfell [*H3MlfBa I2] (cera) p"bueTe.
[Uso] Lekar sej (netko) ruce myjell [*wumyjeIJ.
'The doctor is (now) washing his hands'.
[R]
Ka)l(AbIH pa3, KorAa OH ncpcrrYTl,IBacT I2 [*rrYTaeT Il ] <paKTbI, OH CMYIUa
eTCSl.
'Every time he gets his facts mixed up, he gets embarrassed'.
[R]
Ka)l(AYIO BeCHY, KorAa SI BbiMbIBalOI2 [*MOIO JI ] oKHa, SI CYAOBOJIbCTBlf
eM JIO)l(YCb Ha AHBaH H CMOTPIO Ha rony60e He60.
[B]
BceKa rrpOJIeT, KoraTO lf3MHSl P [*MHSl II /*H3MHBaM I2] rrp030pUHTe, C
YAOBOJICTBHe JISiraM Ha AlfBaHa H rJIeAaM ClfHbOTO He6e.
'Every spring, after 1 wash [have washed] the windows, 1 gladly lie
down on the sofa and look up at the blue sky'.
[R]

[R]

BpaqH rrEHcTyrraIOT K orrepaUHSlM TOJIbKO rrOCJIe Toro, KaK OHHH Bbl
MbiBalOT 2 [*MOIOT Il ] pyKH.
[B]
JIeKapHTe 3arrOqBaT orrepaUHlf caMO cJIeA KaTO Clf H3MHSlTP [*MHSlTJII
*H3MlfBaT12] p"bueTe.
[USo] Ukarjo operacije zapocnu hakle, po tym zo sej ruee wumyja P [*myja I]
(- po tym zo su sej ruce wumyIi P ).
'Doctors begin operations only after they wash [have washed] their
hands'.

If, alternately, the same Russian or Bulgarian verbal prefix expresses a distinct
or concrete lexical meaning (rather than an aspectual meaning or Aktionsart),
then the prefixed imperfective verb form does not constitute a secondary imper
fective and thus can occur in continuous time frames. This is illustrated in exam
ples (25) and (26), below:
(25)
(26)

OH (ceHqac) ncpenYTbIBacT I BepeBKlf.
'He is (now) getting the ropes tangled up'.
51 (ceHqac) BblMbiBa101 rpSl3b lf3 BaHHbI.
[R]
HlMHBaM I (cera) MP"bCOTHSITa OT BaHaTa.
[B]
[USo] Njerjad (netko) z wanje wumywam l.
'J am (now) washing the grime out of the bathtub'.

[R]
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As we see in example (26), above, Upper Sorbian exhibits a prefixed imperfec
tive wumywac, but only as an aspectual partner to wumyc P in its meaning 'to
wash out', not as a secondary imperfective in a "verbal triangle" (Townsend
1970:55) mycI-wumycP-wumywac I like that exhibited in this particular instance
by Russian and Bulgarian. In general, Upper Sorbian has no secondary imperfec
tives of this formal type. Until recently, however, a number of Upper Sorbian
dictionaries did cite artificial forms like those in (27) below, if only because they
are conceivable from the standpoint of other, better codified Slavic languages
(see Toops 1992-93:17,22):
(27)

jesc
pisac
pic
sic

~

~
~
~

zjesc
napisac
wupic
zesic

(~
(~
(~

(~

"'zjedowac)
*napisowac)
*wupiwac)
*zesiwac)

'to
'to
'to
'to

eat'
write'
drink'
sew'

Whereas Bulgarian and Russian exhibit only a handful of synonymous, derived
imperfective doublets (cf. Bulgarian cbcma6flMlcbCma6Jlfl6aM f- Cbcma6fl 'to com
pose', Russian n0020m06Jlflmblno020ma6JlU6amb f- noo2omo6umb 'to prepare',
npocmY:HCambCfllnpocmY:HCU6ambCfl f- npocmyoumbcfl 'to catch cold'), Upper
Sorbian exhibits numerous such doublets, derived with the stem suffixes -owa
and -a- (-e- between soft consonants). From the standpoint of the Upper Sor
bian literary language, the two types of derived imperfective are synonymous.
For a good number of Upper Sorbian speakers, however, the derived imperfec
tives in -owa- are distinguished from those in -a- by the feature [--continuous] and
denote only iterative and/or distributive performances of an action. Distributivity
appears to be the overriding grammatical meaning expressed by verbs derived
with the suffix -owa- in the popular language (i.e., assuming the existence of
either a contrasting biaspectual verb or a contrasting imperfective -a-suffixed
verb stem), while iterative readings seem to be prompted mostly by the occur
rence of some non-plural (i.e., singular or collective) subject or object of a given
"-owac-verb." Where distributive meaning is expressed, (discontinuous) progres
sive readings are not inconceivable. IS In the case of a number of prefixed verbs
of motion (which have become biaspectual), however, the derived imperfective
forms may be marked for iterativity/distributivity irrespective of whether the stem
suffix is -owa- or -a-, cf. examples (28)-(30), below (the corresponding infinitive
verb forms are cited in brackets):16
(28)

a,

b,

(29)

a.

b.

Won mi swoje wobrazy pokaza IIP . [pokazac]
'He is showing me his [set, collection of] pictures'.
Won mi swoje wobrazy pokazujeITERlDIST [pokazowa6]
'He shows me his pictures (over a period of time).
~ He is showing me his pictures (one after the other)"
Won je preco ke mni prisoIIlP[prin6]
'He always came to [see] me',
Hoseo netko pfilldzeja I/P . [prine]
'The guests are now coming, arriving'.
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c.

(30)

a.
b.
c.

Hoseo netko pfichadzejaITER/DIST. [pi'ichadzee]
'Guests are now arriving (one after the other).
- Guests now come (regularly, all the time)'.
Wokno netko zasadzuI/P . [zasadzi6]
'I shall now install [or] 1 am now installing a window'.
Wokno netko zasadzam I. [zasadzee]
'I am now installing a window'.
Wokna netko zasadzujuITERIDIST. [zasadzowa6]
'I now install windows (regularly).
- 1 am now installing (the) windows (one after the other),.

In sum, secondary imperfectives, as I have defined and discussed them above,
are prefixed, suffixally derived imperfective verbs in Slavic languages like
Bulgarian, Russian, and Upper Sorbian, which are semantically marked for the
feature [-continuous]. This feature is not a concomitant of their formal deriva
tion, but rather arises from the existence of lexicaIIy synonymous imperfective
(or, in the case of Upper Sorbian, biaspectual) verbs sharing the same basic
stems in the static lexicon of each given language. If we accept Maslov's (1985)
dichotomy of qualitative and quantitative aspectuality, then we may conclude
that secondary imperfectives, like imperfective and perfective verbs generally, are
also characterized by two aspectual properties. With respect to qualitative aspec
tuality, they are marked [+P] in Bulgarian and Russian, but in Upper Sorbian,
because of the possibility of progressive distributive readings, they are unmarked
([±P]) relative to qualitative aspectuality. With respect to quantitative aspec
tuality, in contrast, they are characterized in Russian and Upper Sorbian by the
feature [-P] and thus are the unmarked members of a privative quantitative
aspectual opposition [-P]/[+P]; whereas in Bulgarian, because of their instantia
tion in the historical present, they are the unmarked members of a subordinative
quantitative aspectual opposition [±P]/[+P]. This is summarized in illustration
(31), below:
(31)
Imperfective
Aspectuality
Qualitative:
Quantitative:

[±P]
[±P]

Perfective
[+Pj
[+P]

Aspect Form
Secondary Imperfective
Bg
R
USo
[+Pj
[+Pj
[±P]
[±P]
[-P]
[-Pj

Wichita State University

NOTES

The Upper Sorbian data presented here do not necessarily conform to the prescriptive
("Slavicizing") norms of the literary language. They derive rather from my interviews of
speakers of the western (so-called Catholic) and Bautzen dialects.
Wherever it is relevant to do so, perfective verbs will be marked here with the super
script "P," imperfective verbs with the superscript "I," and biaspectual or aspectually neu
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tral verbs with the superscript "lIP." Secondary imperfectives may be marked "12" (in
contrast to basic imperfectives: "II "), and obsolete or archaic forms are indicated by a
preceding "t." The superscript "ITERIDIST" denotes iterative and/or distributive mean
ing.
2
Cf. Maslov 1963:5: "B nOCne.llHee BpeMH CTaHOBI1TCH HCHO, 'ITO B m060M cnaBHHCKOM
H3bIKe KOnl1'1eCTBO .llelPeKTI1BHbIX rnaronoB, npe.llCTaBneHHblx IPOpMaMI1 O.llHOrO KaKoro
HI16Y.llb BI1.lla, cOBepllIeHHoro nl160 HecoBepllIeHHoro, .llOBonbHo BenI1Ko."
3
Cf. Macedonian u3MueP/u3Muea' 'to wash', ucnueP/ucnuea' 'to drink up', correspond
ing to Bulgarian U3MUfl/u3MueaM', u3nwl/u3nUea.M', resp.
4
We should note that as early as 1915, Seerba, in similar fashion, had distinguished
between "empty prefixes" (nycmble nperfjuKcbl) and those "with [lexical] content" (cooep
JlCameAbltble) in reference to the semantics of verbal aspect in the Eastern Lower Sorbian
(specifically Muzakow [Bad MuskauJ) dialect (1915:121).
5
These views were set forth by Mazon in the section of his Grammaire titled "Valeur
des preverbes" and remained unchanged for 35 years, i.e., as late as the year 1978, which
saw the second printing of the fourth edition of his book (cf. Mazon 1978:262-71).
6
Although in Maslov 1985 the term npeOeAbltOCmb is translated into English as 'limited
ness', the term is better translated as 'boundedness', with 'limitedness' better reserved
as the translation of Russian 02paItU~eItItOCmb. See Toops 1995 for details.
7
According to Lyubomira Parpulova-Gribble (personal communication), the secondary
imperfective ltaKapeaM, when used as a causative auxiliary, may in fact occur with a
phasal verb, cf.: Tou npecmalta oa Me ltaKapea oa npaeJlM moea 'He stopped forcing me
to do that'. As mentioned in Toops 1988a and 1988b, the same sentence formulated with
the corresponding basic imperfective KapaM-Tou npecmalta oa Me Kapa oa npaeJlM
moea-admits a "conative" interpretation and is therefore ambiguous: 'He stopped forcing
[or rather:] trying to force me to do that'.
8
I am grateful to Wichita State University student Radoslav V. Stoichev of Plovdiv,
Bulgaria, for acting as my native informant and formulating these and other Bulgarian
sentences contained in this paper.
9
As Lindstedt (1985: 122-23) correctly points out, the imperfect tense is essentially a
"present in the past," which explains why both the present and imperfect tenses of
Bulgarian perfective verbs are subject to similar tactic constraints.
10
I am indebted to H. Schuster-Sewc for reviewing and verifying the Upper Sorbian
data contained in this paper. The Upper Sorbian equivalents of Bulgarian examples (7)
and (8) are as follow: Won ranD zahe won diesel, nukle picowase' a po tom na diNo wotje
die l/P (iterative preterite: Won by ranD zahe won sot, nukle napicowaf a potom na diNo
wotjel'/P) - Won rano zahe wUlldieIlP, nukle napicowaP a potom na dielo wotjedie'/P (itera
tive preterite: Won by rano zahe wotesof, nukle napicowaf a potom na diNo wotje/'/P).
Russian example (9) can be formulated in one of two ways in USo: Won so sydnyP a zapo
15« powedac (potentially ambiguous with respect to one-time vs. habitual action), Won by
so sydnyf a zapocaf powedac (unambiguous iterative preterite).
11
The basic imperfective ne~ama is possible in the cited example (12) but yields either
a continuous (eventive) or an habitual reading: 'In 1824 P. Beron is compiling and
printing the first Bulgarian primer' or 'In 1824 P. Beron (regularly) compiles and prints
the first Bulgarian primer'.
12
One factor contributing to the smaller number of secondary imperfectives in Russian
(relative to Bulgarian) may be the tendency of the Russian language over time to re
analyze secondary imperfectives as "ordinary" derived imperfectives. The original basic
imperfective is thereby relegated to obsolescence, and the original derivational direction
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"I --7 P" is recast as "I ~ P". Consider (tcAamb' --7) nocAambP --7 nocblAamb' 'to send'
(but: mAIO npu8em 'I send greetings'); (tnyoumb' --7) nonyoumb P --7 nony:»coamb' 'to force
(someone to do something)'; (tnpa8umb' [oulU6KU] --7) ucnpa8umb P --7 ucnpa6Aflmb' 'to
correct (mistakes)" etc.
13
The passage in Rosengrant and Lifschitz is from N. Baranskaja, Nedelja kak nedelja.
14
I thank Ludmila S. Yevsukov for helping me formulate these and subsequent Russian
sentences.
Note that Upper Sorbian does not imitate Russian and Bulgarian in these examples.
To the non-continuous sentence I eat an apple every day Upper Sorbian responds with
either a basic imperfective or a prefixal perfective, but not with a secondary imperfective:
Kbidy dzen jabluko jem' - zjimP [*zjedujIPj. Ironic instantiations of Upper Sorbian
perfective verbs in continuous time frames are infelicitous, cf. Nacolnik je mje prosyl. zo
bych tbn referat pfeCital. potajkim ja jbn tei (netko) Citam' [*pfeCitam'1 'The boss asked
me to read this report, so I am (now) reading it'.
15
Although the terms continuous and eventive are often used as synonyms of progressive
or as terms that subsume progressive, we see here the need to avoid confiating the terms.
Distributive occurrences/performances of an action are by definition discontinuous, so
that the distributive meaning expressed by a particular verb form follows from its being
marked [-continuous], irrespective of the admissibility of progressive readings.
16
See Toops 1992 and 1992-93 for details of these lexical and grammatical phenomena
in Upper Sorbian.
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